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EASTERN UNIVERSITY, SRI LANKA
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

TAr
SECOND SEN{ESTER (JANUARY, 2012)

MT 310 - FLUID MECHANICS
(SPECIAL R EPEAT)

Answer all Questions Time: Two horrrs

Ql. (a) Suppose t)rat the velocity of a flow field for an incompressible lluid ts

q:2x! uj zL

Iiind the streamlines passing through the point (1,1,1).

(b) Find the possible velocjty conporeDiis so that the surlacc

k)
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to be a boundary surlace for an incompressibJe fluid.

I{ the velocitx distribution of a fluicl is

/ q \. / , \e (' ,)i'\,u:)
find tl)e circulatioir arourd a square of corners (1.0), (2,0), (2,1) and (t,t)

II a slrreanr firnci:ion fbr a two clinlcnsioral flow of a fiuid is

t:\xt 3l/ +7x:',J,

thcn find thc vclocitr- potcntial.

(d)



(al' ilriefly describe the continuun hypothesis.
l

)--,4issumo thar a fluio bocly occupjes rho inrerior of a closed surfo. e a'

;)/Witf, tl" usual notation, sllow that the rate of change of momentum iB

.by
' I Du "

Jro o, or.

(c) State and prove the momentum equation for ihe motion of an inviscid

Hence by considering the gravitational field, deduce the result

(s.v),Y : o,

whcrpH- l-Io'-1 and q isa scalar potenLial. lor a sreadv flow

Q3. (a) Let a three dimensiona,l doublet of strength p be situated at the

Show that the velocity potentia,l d at a point P(r,a,/), in spherical

coordinates, due to the doublet can be written in the form of f: pr-2

(b) Let three dimensiona,l doublets of strength p1 and /-r2 be situated at ,4

,42, respectivelr Further, doublets are positioned at (0, 0, cr) a,rid (0, 0, cr)

their axe,s being directed towa,rd6 afld away from the origin respectively.

that the cbndition for the absence of transport of fluid across the

spltere: c2 + 92 + z2 = cyc2 rs

t)2 / .r\tr
irl - \ cr,i

Q4. (a) Suppose that a solid boundary I of a la.rge spherical surface contains fl

motion and encloses closed rigid surfaces ,9-, m : 1, . . . , &. If fluid is

at infrnity, prove thd,t the kinetic energy of the moving fluid is given by

- 1 t "... 1J-/ a6| -;p I q'dv ^p> I d:dS,z Jv z *1Js- on

where the normal n at each surface element dS being drawn outwards

the fluid surface and the notations given above a.re in usual meaning.

A solid sphere of radius o with center O is moving with uniform velocj

in an incompressible fluid of infinite extent, which is at rest at infinity,

! is the unit vector along ihe axis of symmetry Oc. Suppose that,a

potentia,l at P(r, d,l), r ) o, is in the form of

O(r,0) = Ar 2cosa,
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(b)



which satisfies 111e axially sJrnllnetlric for-nt ol Laplace's equatiol in sPherical

polar coordinates, shorv that
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Herce prove that the total kiDetic euergv of the sphere and fluid is given by

l,,'r. 1,,'r ) u-.2\ 2 )

where 11 and M' are the n'Iasses of the sphere and lluid displaced, respectively

Furthermore. obtain the equation of stl:eanllines.
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